
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR PAIGE IN FULL

The performance takes place in the Eve Alvord Theatre. Seating is stadium style, on long benches. There is an 
aisle on each side of the theatre, and a quiet room on the back right.

The show is approximately 60 minutes in duration and takes place without an intermission.
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SHOW CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS FOR PAIGE IN FULL

The show contains mature themes including intimate partner violence, gun violence and sexual intimacy. It is 
recommended for ages 11 and up.

The show contains hip hop music throughout which stays below 80 decibels, about the volume of a vacuum 
cleaner. Patrons who are sensitive to louder music should consider wearing headphones.

The main backdrop for the show is a projection screen. Some of the images are slow moving and scrolling, 
and some of the images are bright.

All of the characters in the show are portrayed by one actor who uses her body and voice to indicate when 
she is playing different characters

At times Paige asks the audience questions and the audience is invited to respond.
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KEY TO SYMBOLS 

Visual intensity Auditory Intensity Suspense Emotional Intensity   Audience Interaction
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Tactile Input
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AUDIENCE GUIDE



  SCENE
SENSORY

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 

Rewind

Backbeat

Crossfade

- Projection of an audio cassette on the screen 
- A mirror ball spins during the opening sequence

- Projection of an audio cassette on the screen 
- A video of hip hop dancing is projected on 
  the screen 
- Paige asks the audience to clap and respond as     
   she dances

Fast Forward

Chop and Screw

Diggin’ in 
the Crates

- Projection of an audio cassette on the screen 
- Paige asks the audience to sing along

- Projection of an audio cassette on the screen 
- Sound effects including voiceovers, ticking  
   timers and a loud buzzer 
   - SIGNIFICANT EMOTIONAL INTENSITY 
 - Paige pantomimes and discusses 
                 gun violence 
 - Paige pantomimes and discusses           
                 intimate partner violence including    
                 physical and emotional abuse

- Projection of an audio cassette on the screen 
- Paige’s conversational partner is represented 
   by music 
- Paige asks the audience a question 
- Moving images are projected on the screen

- Ocean sound effects
- Carmela asks the audience to close their eyes   
   for a surprise 
- Bubbles fall from overhead on the front 1/3 of  
   the audience 
- A wall of bright lights opens on stage


